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O
ne blustery day long before it was warm, I 
came home from my walk with a downed 
wasp’s nest the size of a basketball. I 
reached in through a jagged tear in the 

narrower end and pulled out one of the per-
fectly hexagonal sections made up of smaller 
hexagonal cells. It looked as if it had been 
assembled from a kit of interlocking blocks. 
The outer shell’s subtle streaks of white had 
a wavy appearance and was trailing strips of 
“paper,” no doubt loosened by autumn and 
winter’s insistent wind and showers.

I watched a video about a family that had 
ordered a defunct wasp’s nest through the 
mail, quite similar to my find. They pulled 
it out of its box with groans of disgust and 
sliced it open with horrified drama. The chil-
dren kept saying, “Ugh!” My own attitude, 
borrowing an apt phrase from the Psalms, is 
that these nests are “fearfully and wonderfully 
made,” but I do appreciate that the “fear-
fully” part is quite literal for some because 
wasps sting. Once stung, many of us are for-
ever wary. I did notice, though, that in the 
video the kids’ eyes brightened with interest 
and their jaws dropped in amazement when 
they witnessed the fine detail of the structure 
within and the few cubbies still occupied with 
unlucky offspring that had never made it out.

Wasps will, of course, sting en masse if 
their home is threatened—by a Godzilla-sized 
sneaker that tramples their roof, for exam-
ple—but they are not otherwise especially 
aggressive insects. One author pointed out 
that many aerial nests only become apparent 
when the leaves start to fall. For the most part, 
wasps avoid humans.

As I walk through hill and dale this summer, 
I will pass mostly unawares below and above 
(and hopefully not directly on) a variety of 
wasp’s nests bustling with activity. Both yellow 
jackets and hornets, which share the Vespidae 
family, build paper-like nests that include outer 
walls. Some fashion their homes in vacated ani-
mal burrows in the ground. Others build aer-
ial nests on tree branches or buildings. (Peo-
ple often refer to these nests as “paper wasp” 
nests, but the paper wasp is a distinct variety 
that doesn’t construct an outer layer.)

Experts urge us to coexist with these paper-
lantern-like abodes when they are not in an 
especially threatening spot. Wasps’ predation 
of other insects, including caterpillars, makes 
them a gardener’s friend (unless, of course, 
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that gardener is highly allergic!). Keeping the 
nests around, when feasible, can have a silver 
lining: They are never reused and their con-
tinuing presence can actually be a deterrent 
to new wasp “condos”—you can even buy 
faux nests that will announce to these ter-
ritorial creatures that your deck or patio is 
already taken. 

What’s going on in the aerial nests that are 
mostly obscured by the summer foliage? Back 
in the spring, a fertilized queen, who had 
perhaps overwintered under some tree bark, 
emerged and started to set up her home. She 
found some good wood to chew, breaking 
down the fibers with her saliva, and she built 
some cells where she could lay her eggs, one 
in each compartment. She fed her babies 
some liquefied caterpillars, and the worker 
wasps born from her larvae joined in to craft 
hexagons that together formed the rooms 
of their home. A quick Internet search pro-
vides some time-lapse videos of the method-
ical sculpting project that makes the nest. 
The artisans eject softened wood from their 
mouths and lay it down like plaster, carefully 
smoothing the surface. They leave a narrow 
opening that is a good spot for defending 
their home and for controlling its tempera-
ture and humidity. Over time, they continue 
to remodel, expanding the nest to make room 
for more young. Several generations of work-
ers are coming and going as we go about our 
summer—they live just two to four weeks.

Adult wasps are out scouting for fruit juice 
and nectar this time of year, and they seek 
meat, mostly in the form of other insects, 
to feed the youngsters back at home. Some 
breeds will go after carrion and even our pic-
nic lunches when they go looking for food.

As summer progresses, new fertile females 
will hatch and mate with young males, and 
the whole life cycle will begin anew. By late 
summer or early fall, we’ll be seeing more of 
the wasps, too—by then the kids have been 
raised and they are all just enjoying the long 
days of the season, zooming around and look-
ing for sweets.

A volume from 1900, Wasps and Their 
Ways (Dodd, Mead), by Margaret Morley, 
credits these creatures with being well ahead 
of us, industriously churning out paper while 
we humans were carving on stone, tanning 
animal hides, and flattening papyrus and birch 
bark, all in an effort to design a good writing 
surface. When we finally took up the craft of 
making paper, our method of mashing wood 
into pulp and adding liquids was not too far 
from that of the Vespids. 

In Sojourns of a Backyard Biologist (Lit-
tle, Brown, 1991), Roger B. Swain captures 
the pleasures we can find in the wasp, if we 
can get past some initial apprehension: “If 
we can forget the few times we were stung, 
ignore the fearful warnings of friends, we can 
watch wasps catching flies and small cater-
pillars to feed their young. We can watch as 
they scrape up wood fibers into pulpy balls to 
carry back and add to the nest. In the fall ... 
we can cut the big bald-faced hornets’ nest 
out of the lilac. Slicing open its many-layered 
paper envelope, we will find level upon level 
of comb, intricate architecture built without 
blueprints or a foreman.”

As I walk through the woodlands, I often 
tune into “big picture” things—the vista at 
the top of a rocky climb, the way the canopy 
looks in the light, the path ahead. I find it a 
comfort that so much is going on beneath 
the surface. Earnest, if tiny, life cycles go on 
beneath those leaves and alongside that path. 
Summer is a good time to think about the 
unseen, to be curious and watchful, and to 
look closer.
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was published in May.


